**Shared Content Leadership Group**

**Meeting Minutes, March 20, 2020**

**Present:** Jo Anne Newyear Ramirez (B), Bob Heyer-Gray (D), John Renaud (I), Alison Scott (LA—chair), Jim Dooley (M), Tiffany Moxham (R), Dave Schmitt (SD), Sarah McClung (SF), Eunice Schroeder (SB), Kerry Scott (SC), Ivy Anderson (CDL), Brian Quigley (LAUC), Roxanne Peck (CDL)

**Announcements, Housekeeping and Calendar Review**

- Notes from the March 13, 2020, meeting were reviewed and approved.

**Budget Augmentation**

- The extensive list of purchases suggested by campuses and Common Knowledge Groups (CKGs) and the recommendations of the Joint Steering Committee (JSC) were discussed. SCLG gave CDL staff approval to pursue negotiations with vendors for several major one-time acquisitions.
- A small working group was appointed to begin development of a process for prioritizing future one-time expenditures.

**Resources for Laboratory Teaching**

- The COVID-19 emergency has forced campuses to move to remote instruction: the Council of University Librarians (CoUL) forwarded an inquiry from the University of California Council of Vice Chancellors (CoVC) seeking the UC libraries’ assistance in provided “recorded laboratory demonstrations” and other content to support remote instruction for laboratory-based courses. SCLG authorized CDL staff to pursue a potential short-term subscription for system-wide access to content provided by the Journal of Visual Experiments (JoVE) that is not already available to individual campuses.
- SCLG representatives will seek input from the Physical Sciences & Engineering and Health & Life Sciences CKGs to identify other appropriate resources.